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Ships of the world : Sagres II

- Sagres II : built in 1937; 1725 tons; three masts; bark; 89.5 m total length; Portugal

Built in 1937 by Blohm & Voss in Hamburg, Germany, the Sagres II began life as a German Navy training vessel known as the Albert Leo Schlageter. Damaged in World War II, she was subsequently confiscated by the United States and given to Brazil, where she served through 1961 as a training vessel under the name Guanabara. Following a sale to the Portuguese Navy, she became the training vessel Sagres II, a role that continues through today. Her name comes from the Sagres Cape, the site of the world’s first marine school, established by Prince Henry the Navigator in the 15th century. Its sails feature the Cross of Malta, which was emblazoned on sails of Portuguese vessels during the Age of Discovery.

* This model was designed for Papercraft and may differ from the original in some respects.

- Parts list (pattern) : Thirteen A4 sheets (No. 1 to No. 13)

- No. of Parts : 111 (Including seven optional parts)

* Build the model by carefully reading the Assembly Instructions, in the parts sheet page order.
Cut out after first folding and gluing in place.
Ships of the world: Sagres II: Pattern

Fold, then cut out. (↑ Fold once, then unfold without gluing the two folds together.)
Fold, then cut out. (Fold once, then unfold without gluing the two folds together.)
Cut out after first folding and gluing in place.